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Life in the time of outbreak  (P4-5) 
Fast reading:  Guess the main idea of the passage. 



Pre-reading 

Fast reading:  Guess the main idea of the passage. 

A. During the 2020 winter holiday, we had no spring festival 

getherings or family reunion meals because of the viral outbreak. 

 

B. During the outbreak of the new coronavirus, our life is different 

and everyone is trying to help fight the virus even the teenagers. 
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Life in the time of outbreak  (P4-5) 
Main idea:  1. Key sentences.     2. Repeated expressions.  



Pre-reading 

Fast reading:  Guess the main idea of the passage. 

A. During the 2020 winter holiday, we had no spring festival 

getherings or family reunion meals because of the viral outbreak. 

 

B. During the outbreak of the new coronavirus, our life is different 

and everyone is trying to help fight the virus even the teenagers. 



Para.1: How was the 2020 winter holiday different? 

Fast reading:  Circle the things we can’t do and check the things happening now.  
✔ 

7.   family reunion(重聚) meals 

  

 2.   Spring Festival gatherings 

  

 8.   hang out with friends 

  

1.    wear masks on our faces 

  

 3.closed shops 

  

 6. traffic controls(交通管制)  5. delayed(延迟) schools or 

work days 

 4.temperature checks  

 5. slow delivery services  

SKILLS： Scanning  

TIME:       1 minute 
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Para.2 put the ways into correct houses.  

The new coronavirus outbreak 

The 
 government 

Most 
people 

call on people to  

stay at home 

show the 

understanding 

take medical 

 advice 

follow the 

new rules 
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Para.2 put the ways into correct houses.  

The new coronavirus outbreak 

The 
 government 

Most 
people 

Fight 
the 

 virus 

Stories of teenagers 
and their families 



Para.3-5 Match the names with the details. 
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Fast reading: Match the names with the details. 

Name 

Tong Zexi 

Li Mingyu 

Zhao Junyan 

City 

Harbin 

Lanzhou 

Shanghai 

How do they help? 

He behaved himself and tried to stay fit. 

His father made bags of traditional 
Chinese medicine for his co-worker. 

He transported many masks from 
Indonesia back to China with his uncle. 
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How do they help? 

He behaved himself and tried to stay fit. 

His father made bags of traditional 
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He transported many masks from 
Indonesia back to China with his uncle. 



Careful reading(para.4): finish the mind map 

Li Mingyu’s father 

A good doctor A good person A good father 

To 1.            

 his co-workers, 

He made bags of 
traditional Chinese 
medicine and gave 

them out. 

There are several coronavirus                 
 2.                   in the hospital. So, 
there are risks of 3. 

He told his son that in the future, 
he should be a good person and  
4.  

GOALS： look for the missing words. 

TIME:        3 minutes 



Careful reading(para.4): finish the mind map 

Li Mingyu’s father 

A good doctor A good person A good father 

To 1. cheer up           

 his co-workers, 

He made bags of 
traditional Chinese 
medicine and gave 

them out. 

There are several coronavirus                 
 2. patients    in the hospital. So, 
there are risks of 3. infection. 

He told his son that in the future, 
he should be a good person and  
4. help others. 



Careful reading(para.5): Answer the questions about Zhao Junyan 

What did he do on Feb.3? 

When did he buy masks? 

Who did he buy masks with? 

Where did he send the masks? 

How did he do that? 
GOALS： look for the event, time, reason… 

TIME:       3 minutes 
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What did he do on Feb.3? 

When did he buy masks? 

Who did he buy masks with? 

Where did he send the masks? 

How did he do that? 

He transported 15000 masks from 
Indonesia back to China. 

He bought the masks when he saw the 
news about the outbreak and the shortage 
of masks in China. 

He bought them with his uncle. 

He gave all the masks to Cangnan, Zhejiang, 
his hometown. 

He did that by flying back alone with five 
big suitcases. 

Careful reading(para.5): Answer the questions about Zhao Junyan 
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Read aloud (para.5): What did Zhao say about his behavior? 

What When                a country is in trouble, 
 
everyone should give a hand. 

               I have done is what an  
 
ordinary(普通的) person can do. 



Brainstorm: What are these ordinary Chinese people like? 

           ordinary Chinese person 

Tong Zexi 
Tong Zexi Li Mingyu Zhao Junyan 
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           ordinary Chinese person 

Tong Zexi 
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considerate 

brave 

caring 

 

disciplined 

 

optimistic 

 

… 

 



           ordinary Chinese person 

Post reading: Let’s watch a video of ordinary Chinese people 



           ordinary Chinese person 

Discussion: Are they just ordinary? 



           ordinary Chinese person 

           Everyday heroes 

Discussion: Are they just ordinary? 



Words in use 

reunion     n. 团聚，重逢 

mask         n.  口罩 

government  n.  政府 

sacrifice    n./v.   牺牲 

breathe     v.      呼吸 

affect        v.    影响 

infect         v. 

infection    n.    感染 

transport   v.    运输 

insist        v.    坚持 

suitcase   n.   行李箱 

ordinary   adj.  普通的  

hang out with     和…闲逛 

traffic controls     交通管制 

delivery services  快递服务 

New coronavirus outbreak 新型冠状病毒爆发 

traditional Chinese medicine  中医 

treat the patients    治疗病人 

give a hand       帮助，伸出援手 



Thank you. 


